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Challenger story 

What happened to the Challenger on January 28, 1986? After it took off, the Challenger 

exploded.  This paper will talk about three things about the Challenger, why did it explode, how it 

could have been prevented, and did anyone survive. 

Why did the challenger explode? No one would listen to the engineer Roger Boisjoly. He 

was the one who figured out that there was something wrong with the o rings.  There was a 

major flaw with the o rings.  That flaw was that it was super cold outside, and that the o rings did 

not work properly.  Since the o rings were cold and did not work properly, the fire went past the o 

rings, mixed with the hot gas, and caused an explosion.  

How could have the explosion been prevented? They could have called of the launch 

and waited for the weather to get warm.  Another reason is that if they had listen to Boisjoly in 

the first place all of this could have been prevented. If they listened to the engineer they could 

have found that there was something wrong with the o rings.  They could have added a third o 

ring which they did but not until after the explosion.  

Finally, did anyone survive? The seven astronauts did not survive, but they all had 

oxygen tanks in case of emergencies.  So when the Challenger exploded, three astronauts 

turned on their oxygen. Sadly, they were traveling so fast when they hit the ocean, they got such 

bad whiplash that it snapped their necks, killing them instantly.  

  Since the Challenger explosion, scientists, are looking at ways to help prevent 

explosions and help astronauts survive. On that day people were set in despair, but to this day 



people still remember what happened on that day. The Challenger was a major disaster but it 

was very bad but we will never forget them.  

 


